
Tube - Any

Thread - Fire Orange

Tail - Hot Orange H2O fibre

         Orange Angel Hair

         Hot Orange Bucktail

Rib - Gold Wire

Body - UTC Mirage

Wing -  White Bucktail

             Orange Ktystal Flash

Cone - Hot Orange

JUNCTION ROCKET

Secure the tube in the vice with 10mm of the liner protruding from the

front. Tie in the Fire Orange thread and wind down to 4mm from the

end of the tube. Cut a good bunch of Orange H2O fibre. Tie this in as

bunches around the tube, spreading it as you go to form an even

spread all around the tune. This should be slightly longer than the tube

length. Tie in 10 strands of Orange Angel Hair the same length spread

around the tube. Prepare a small bunch of Hot Orange Bucktail, try to

use the fine tip of the tail hair, and tie this in spread around the tube the

same length as the rest. Take the thread up to the head binding every-

thing in tightly. Trim of all the waste ends. Return the thread to the tail

tying in a length of Gold Wire and a length of UTC Mirage as you go

down. Take the thread back to the head forming a smooth underbody.

Coat the body with superglue and then wind the Mirage up to the head

forming the body and tie in. Rib the body with the wire, tie in tightly and

trim the waste. Take the thread onto the liner tube and wind a bed of

thread. Prepare a small bunch of White Bucktail and tie in spread

around the tube fairly sparse. Cut 4 strands of Orange Krystal Flash

and tie in underneath the tube. Tie in another 4 strands on top of the

tube. Bind down tightly, trim the waste and whip finish.

Slide the cone onto the protuding tube liner  and push it up to the head

to check the fit. If it is ok pull it back and apply a tiny drop of superglue

to the head, not the tubing, and push the cone firmly into place. Cut the

liner sticking out the front to 2mm. Gently apply a flame to the tube and

melt over the end until it is flush with the cone. Immediately push a

dubbing needle into the tube to make sure the hole is open.
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